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A view of New Jersey's Highlands from a fire tower on the top of
Bearfort Mountian in West Milford.
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The Permit Extension Act of 2012 is the kind of

feel-good bill that leads legislators to believe they

are actually doing something positive to help

kick-start this moribund economy. The act extends

the expiration date of certain municipal and state

approvals so that, once the economy turns around,

developers might start projects without having to

go through the sometimes cumbersome and costly

process of reapplying for permits.

It’s an extension of an expiring 2008 law and

applies to permits that, in some cases, were first applied for as far back as 2002. A permit that is extended under this

law may be exempt from any environmental or land-use regulations that have been adopted since the initial

approval.

Because it is intended to help the economy, not merely to give developers a free pass from regulations that protect

our water supply and other important environmental resources, permit extensions are prohibited in environmentally

sensitive areas statewide. That is, unless the project is located in the Highlands planning area.

Under the Permit Extension Act, all land-use approvals in the entire 450,000-acre Highlands area would qualify for an

extension — with no provision for protecting environmentally sensitive areas.

According to preliminary research from the state Department of Environmental Protection, as many as 700 DEP

land-use permits may qualify for an extension in the Highlands. Permits in any other part of the state — for a project

located within a wetland buffer, on a steep slope, in a natural area or whose location has any known sensitive

environmental feature — are exempt from an automatic extension.

As written, the proposed Permit Extension Act of 2012, which may come up for a vote in the Assembly today,

amounts to nothing less than a free pass for developers, exempting their projects from regulations that protect our

water supply. Sixty-four percent of New Jersey residents receive some or all of their water from the Highlands.

The Highlands Act was enacted to protect the water supply of more than half the state. The Regional Master Plan in
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the Highlands planning area, which makes up half of the Highlands region, is meant to establish, through a voluntary

planning partnership between the Highlands Council and willing Highlands municipalities, the proper balance between

growth and environmental protection.

All of New Jersey benefits from this effort. The Permit Extension Act of 2012 overrides it.

The original 2008 Permit Extension Act was an attempt to help an important segment of the economy recover from a

downturn. The 2012 version wrongly expands upon that intention. Whether they oppose or concur with the underlying

concept of permit extension, New Jersey environmental and planning organizations oppose this expansion. Even the

New Jersey League of Municipalities joins us in opposing this blatant freebie for developers, which comes at the

expense of the water supply.

The Permit Extension Act of 2012 must be amended. Either the Highlands planning area receives at least the same

measure of protection as the rest of the state or, as part of the water-producing Highlands region, it must be

exempted entirely.

Otherwise, all of New Jersey could be left holding the bag.

Julia Somers is executive director of the New Jersey Highlands Coalition.
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